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Introduc3on
CounSng, measuring and quanSfying the world are human pracSces that have a9racted much scienSfic interest, in developmental psychology, in neuropsychology and in language acquisiSon studies. Our focus in this arScle is on cultural and linguisSc variaSon, a topic that 1 is receiving growing a9enSon in this field. Our aim is to illustrate the cultural and linguisSc 2 diversity that exists in these pracSces by presenSng the results of a survey of number systems and ways of counSng in twenty-three indigenous languages spoken in the state of Rondônia, in North-Western Brazil.
Sue Ellen Antell and Daniel P. Keating, 'Perception of Numerical Invariance in Neonates', Child Development, 54.3 (1983) , 695-701 <https:// 1 doi.org/10.2307/1130057> [accessed 10 January 2016] (p. 695); C. R. Gallistel and Rochel Gelman, 'Preverbal and Verbal Counting and Computation', Cognition, 44.1-2 (1992) , 43-74; F. Xu and E. S. Spelke, 'Large Number Discrimination in 6-Month-Old Infants ', Cognition, 74.1 (2000) , B1-11 Xu, F., and E. S. Spelke, 'Large Number Discrimination in 6-Month-Old Infants ', Cognition, 74 (2000) ', Nature, 315.6014 (1985) , 57-59 <https://doi.org/10.1038/315057a0> [accessed 24 July 2016] (p. 57), cited by Rafael E. Núñez, 'No Innate Number Line in the Human Brain', Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology, 42.4 (2011) There have been a number of previous studies of counSng systems of Brazilian indigenous peoples that can serve to highlight the diversity of these, including the Pirahã or Hiaitsilhi, the Mundurucu and the Palikur. The Pirahã employ terms seemingly equivalent to 3 'one', 'two' and 'many' but the terms one and two do not, it seems, reflect strict numerical value. The Mundurucu linguisSc counSng term system consists of: more or less one; more or 4 less two; more or less three; more or less four; and a handful, which is about five. The Mundurucu, like many other peoples, also use parts of the body as a reference for counSng and measuring. This apparent simplicity of the Pirahã and Munduru counSng systems can be 5 contrasted with the complexity of Palikur:
In the Palikur tongue, many numerals from 1 to 199 present affixes that qualify the noun or the verb to which the numeral refers to. Fixed at the root of all numerical terms one can see one of the twenty numerical classifiers, distinct morphemes that deal with whole individual units, sets, fractions, abstract ideas and series. The term for the numeral 1 agrees in gender with animate units. The inanimate units are classified according to their geometric shapes. The numerical terms can receive nine distinct inflections which refer to arithmetical concepts such as numerical sequence, addition, subtraction, more or less, multiplication, totality and several sets. The numerical terms function not only as adjectives, but also as adverbs, pronouns, verbs and nouns, with all appropriate grammatical inflections for the syntactic function that they perform. Diana Green presents a linguisSc descripSon of numerical terms in over forty indigenous Brazilian languages, highlighSng the differences between the systems that are based on the numbers one, two, three, five, ten, and twenty:
Systems based on one and two present a limited number terminology rarely exceeding the numeral 6, while languages with systems based on 10 and 20 present a larger terminology, someSmes over one hundred. Numerical terms of the systems based on 1 or 2 indicate a relaSonal and global reasoning; the others demonstrate an analyScal and syntheSc reasoning. In many indigenous languages with numerical terminology based on 10 or 20, the terms present very complex inflecSons. But all these systems are highly logical and appropriate to the needs of the people who use them.
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Our aim in this study is to document variation and similarity in the counting systems of diverse languages spoken in the geographical area delimited by the Brazilian state of Rondônia.
Method and Results
During 2012 two of the authors worked with indigenous teachers from twenty-four linguisSc and cultural communiSes residing in Rondônia state, as part of the Açaí Project, an in-service training course focused on indigenous languages and their descripSon, as well as intercultural communicaSon and mother tongue educaSon. The language of instrucSon of the in-the course, so below we present data from twenty-three languages, from seven disSnct language families, including three linguisSc isolates. The largest family of indigenous 10 languages of South America is the Tupi branch or macro-family, to which eleven of the languages in our sample belong, represenSng six different Tupian language sub-families. The other languages in the sample were members of the Pano, Nambikwara and Xapakura families, along with three linguisSc isolates.
In Tables 1 and 2 below, we list the numerical vocabulary according to the informaSon supplied by the indigenous teachers. To facilitate comparison, we have grouped the Tupian 11 language families in Table 1 and the other families in Table 2 . 
Discussion
We can observe the following from the data presented in Tables 1 and 2: (i) The number of 'basic', single-word counSng terms ranges from one or two (Makarup) to five, or six if we include the term for 'none'. Other counSng terms are derived from the combinaSon of these terms, including through reduplicaSon and/or morphological inflecSon.
(ii) The counSng sequences have ranges (expressed numerically) from three to at least twenty; some languages seem to have no limits on the number of terms or complex expressions used to count; in these languages the countable 'numbers' are expressed by disSnct lexemes denoSng the terms from one and/or zero to five, and combinaSons of them.
(iii) Makurap is the 'smallest number' language with terms corresponding to one, two and three, the term for two being formed by reduplicaSon of 'one' and the term for three probably also being derived from 'one'. Two Xapacura languages (Oro Win and Oro Wara) are reported as having only two numbers, but this may be because the speakers did not know the other numbers, since all other closely related Xapacura languages had five a9ested numbers.
(iv) Most of the languages have lexically disSnct terms for one and two; these words can be combined, allowing for counSng to three, four, five or more, based on a compounding process (by juxtaposiSon, aggluSnaSon or reduplicaSon). AOEer that things are quanSfied by a term that apparently means many or a lot. This general pa9ern holds for the following languages: Amondawa (5); Uru-eu-waw-waw (5);
Tupari (4); Puruborá (3); Kaxarari (5); Latundê (4); Mamaindê (4, with a different word for 5); Canoé (9, with a new word combinaSon for ten to twenty); Aikanã (5).
JaboS (Djeoromitxi) has words for one, two and three, and the terms unSl five are formed by reduplicaSon.
(v) The Aruá language has distinct lexicalisations for one, two, three and five; the term for four is the reduplication of two and the term for ten is the reduplication of five.
(vi) The Arara language features specific words for one, two and three; the words from four to nine are formed from the word 'three' plus combined and/or reduplicated suffixes; for the word ten there is a different suffix.
(vii) The Xapacura languages have terms to indicate different amounts from one to five and thereafter they use the quantifier 'many' (see iii above).
(viii) The Karitiana language has terms to indicate different amounts from one to five; Table 3 shows the lexicalisaSon pa9erns for all twenty-three languages that we have analysed. The notaSons L1-L5 stand for disSnct, uninflected single-word lexical items that represent 'numbers' from one to five, and the notaSon m stands for morphological modificaSon. The strings in the columns headed 1-5 show how the count terms for one to five are derived from the single-word lexical items. 
Analysis of Paderns of Lexicalisa3on and Forma3on of Coun3ng Terms
(one hand?)
Source: Prepared by the authors from data provided by the indigenous teachers of the Açaí Project (2012).
* The absence of numbers greater than 2 for these two languages may be a result of the speakers not knowing them, since all other Xapacura languages had 5 a9ested numbers.
There are ten disSnguishable pa9erns (A to O) for forming counSng terms. In general, parScular pa9erns are shared by closely related languages, but not all related languages share the same pa9erns, and one pa9ern (N) is shared by two unrelated languages. Standing back from the detail a li9le, the data shows two main commonaliSes between the different languages. First, as we have stated above, there is a restricted number (less than five) in each language of 'basic', single word counSng terms, used to signify quanSSes from one (or in some cases 'none') to five. Second, we can note the producSve use of these terms by combining them in different ways to refer to larger quanSSes. The counSng terms form a linguisSc quanSficaSonal system in each language, but this is not in most or all cases a number system; if by this is meant a system with an arithmeScal base generaSng an
(one hand?) indefinitely large set of numbers. Since this general pa9ern, and the variants of it, hold for both related and unrelated languages, it might be considered to be evidence of a way of thinking about and pracScing quanSficaSon that is shared across a cultural area. 14 Within this common framework, we can also observe disSnct and diverse ways of counSng, not only involving (as we would expect) different words in different languages, but also different numbers of words and different ways of organising the counSng terms.
Methodological Issues and Objec3ons
There are two principal methodological issues that may have impacted upon the reliability of the data that we report here. Firstly, the languages in our sample are all to a greater or lesser extent endangered, under threat from the naSonal language, Portuguese. The teachers who provided the data are in many cases from a younger generaSon that has grown up in a context in which Portuguese is a salient part of the language environment. They may not have the same exhausSve knowledge of their naSve languages as older speakers, a fact that they acknowledged. All of our language consultants a9ested that they believed the data they provided on counSng systems was accurate and, in most cases, with the excepSon of Cinta Larga (Discussion, point ix), complete. However, we cannot be sure of this, and we have also noted in relaSon to two Xapacura languages that there may be some doubt about the completeness of the data due to limited speaker knowledge (Discussion, point iii).
The second, related, issue is that all of the teachers were familiar with the Portuguese number system, indeed their familiarity with this was a pre-requisite for them being able to fill out the quesSonnaire. It could be argued that this knowledge interfered with their producSon of their counSng systems. However, we do not consider this to have been the case, since the reported lexicalisaSons bore no relaSon to the Portuguese lexicalisaSons.
More problemaSc is the possibility that the counSng systems themselves have been affected at a conceptual level, before their learning by the teachers, by the Portuguese decimal number system. We cannot exclude this possibility, but we would note that number systems based upon the ten digits of the two hands are common in the world's languages, so there is no reason to suppose that, for example, the ten lexemes of Arara (see Table 1 ) are derived either morphologically or conceptually from Portuguese.
Conclusion
Our survey of counSng term systems in the indigenous languages of Rondônia has confirmed that the counSng term systems of Amazonian languages are typically 'small', if we simply focus on the number of 'basic', single-word counSng terms, and the fact that these represent quanSSes only up to a maximum of five. The data we present may add some weight to the argument that quanSSes less than five are especially perceptually salient and hence highly linguisScally encodable. However, we should not allow this generalisaSon to obscure the 15 equally important fact that these simple or basic counSng terms are frequently employed producSvely to denote larger quanSSes, in some cases indefinitely larger. Furthermore, the pa9erns of lexicalisaSon and combinaSon vary significantly between languages, giving rise to a highly diverse set of counSng term systems, all based on similar general principles. These general principles, we hypothesise, are derived not from the formalizaSon of the counSng systems as number systems, in the strict sense, but from a common way of life and the parScular place in that way of life of quanSficaSonal pracSces.
Our data and analyses support the contenSon of Diana Green that 'all these systems are highly logical and appropriate to the needs of the people who use them', suggesSng that Green, 'Diferenças entre termos numéricos em algumas línguas indígenas do Brasil', p. 1. 
